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NEW INNOVATIONS
A variety of AVA® LVT options have just arrived, featuring large plank and tile sizes
in new colorways. Meticulously designed hardwood styles with soft wood grains
(2DSGN). Unique distressed and modern concrete patterns plus organic blends (MRGE).
Contemporary and rustic loose-lay oak planks (RYME). Vibrant colors with a distinctive
sparkle (ORBT). Find new design inspiration at avaflor.com.

With worldwide sales offices and distribution
partners, AVA® is a leader in the design and
manufacturing of innovative and sustainable
resilient flooring that improves quality of
life and cares for our environment with its
category-leading sustainability program
Made by Novalis Innovative Flooring, a worldwide leader in luxury
vinyl flooring since 1984, AVA brings unsurpassed quality in its
aesthetic design and manufacturing for the commercial market.
AVA has developed a diverse range of designs and products that
have won numerous awards and are recognized by the industry
as setting the benchmark in LVT. New plank, tile and sheet colors
and patterns; oversized plank and tile sizes; and innovations in
constructions and finishes highlight some of AVA’s advantages.
AVA products meet some of the world’s strictest VOC emission
limits, earning FloorScore, Indoor Advantage Gold, and
GREENGUARD Gold certifications. All AVA products are 100% free
of formaldehyde and ortho-phthalates and can help projects gain
points for the LEED and WELL building systems.
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HEALTHCARE

AVA LVT helps create healthy medical environments, from high-traffic patient care
areas to bold entryways to soothing waiting spaces. Our focus on sustainability delivers
products that contribute to the health and well-being of caregivers and patients while
offering a well-rounded selection of patterns and colors to set the right tone. Find new
design inspiration at avaflor.com.

EDUCATION

AVA LVT delivers a variety of options for education, including modern concretes,
weathered woods, reflective speckles and colorful styles that maintain their vibrant
appeal thanks to more scratch resistance over typical coatings. Learning environments
become even more effective with flooring options and designs that help students relax,
engage and focus. Find new design inspiration at avaflor.com.
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• Luxury Vinyl Tile ideally suited for educatio
healthcare

• 16 color ways (8 saturated colors and 8 ne
• Available as glue down installation
• Tiles are 12” x 24”

• PU Coating for excellent stain, fade and abr
resistance with anti-bacterial effect
• Easy to clean–no waxing needed
• 20mil transparent wear layer

• 100% Phthalate Free and REACH complian
• FloorScore® certified
• 10-year commercial warranty

The Advantage for
all AVA products:
AMP Advantage
®
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ENHANCED
POLYURETHANE
FINISH

AVA®’s patented AMP Advantage finish technology
leads the market, offering 30% more scratch
resistance than typical coatings and featuring a
diamond-like crystal structure that exceeds the
hardness of tungsten and aluminum oxide.
•
•
•
•

Patented coating with a low-gloss finish
Exceptional strength and resistance to wear
Flexible, resists fading and non-brittle
No “white scratches” like other coatings that
scratch or break
• Safe for the environment: an organic agent,
no VOCs, no metal content

Hardness scale
MP Diamond-like structure
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Aluminum Oxide
Tungsten
Ceramic

30% more

scratch resistance
over typical
coatings
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Sustainability
AVA® products meet some of the world’s
strictest VOC emission limits, earning
FloorScore®, Indoor Advantage Gold, and
GREENGUARD Gold certifications. All AVA
products are 100% free of formaldehyde and
ortho-phthalates and can help projects gain
points for the LEED, WELL and Fitwell credits.
AVA is committed to complete transparency in its products,
featuring Declare labels and Health Product Declarations to
display a listing of product components. Environmental Product
Declarations disclose the impact of the products across their entire
life cycle from raw material to end-of-life.
This commitment to sustainability extends to AVA’s production
facilities, which have been designed with impact reduction in mind.
AVA’s production process reuses both water and excess material
from manufacturing.
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How AVA contributes to LEED & WELL credits
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*Only applies to products that are not glued down and can be removed and reused
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CORPORATE

Today’s corporate spaces call for flooring solutions that inspire through
design while delivering long-lasting durability. Choose the AVA style that suits
your workplace for classic or casual, and let’s get to work. Find new design
inspiration at avaflor.com.

HOSPITALITY

Welcome your guests with AVA substance and style. With a variety of colors and
patterns, plus AVA’s AMP Advantage Finish, your Hospitality settings will stand up to
high traffic while also creating comfortable environments for guests to gather. New
wood plank patterns, modern and distressed concrete looks and bright accents will stay
stylish for years to come. Find new design inspiration at avaflor.com.

AVA® is global in North America, Europe, Asia
Pacific and Africa, with North American offices in
Toronto, Canada; Mooresville, North Carolina; and
Dalton, Georgia. Its first USA production facility
opening in Fall 2020 is adjacent to the North
American Headquarters and Innovation Center.

avaflor.com
877.861.5292
sales@avaflor.com

